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ABSTRACT 
The far-IR astrophysics community is eager to follow up Spitzer and Herschel observations with sensitive, high-
resolution imaging and spectroscopy, for such measurements are needed to understand merger-driven star formation and 
chemical enrichment in galaxies, star and planetary system formation, and the development and prevalence of water-
bearing planets. The community is united in its support for a space-based interferometry mission. Through concerted 
efforts worldwide, the key enabling technologies are maturing. Two balloon-borne far-IR interferometers are presently 
under development. This paper reviews recent technological and programmatic developments, summarizes plans, and 
offers a vision for space-based far-IR interferometry involving international collaboration. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
The time will come fo<space-based far-infrared interferometry, but it hasn't yet arrived. It's the right idea because the 
human quest to understand our place in the cosmos - How did we get here? - depends on our probing sensitively and in 
fine detail developing planetary systems and distant galaxies in this wavelength region, and no alternative method is as 
technically feasible and affordable. 
Purely practical issues will lead to delay and a data gap. In the US, the astrophysics community' is struggling to agree on 
priorities aod just beginning to awaken to the notion that a - $IB Probe-class mission line aod international collaboration 
would open the door to a better balanced space mission portfolio along the lines of the Great Observatory program. This 
is particularly importaot in a tough economic climate. Further, the astrophysics community has been lulled by an 
uninterrupted, continually improving information stream from space-based far-IR astrophysics missions lasting three 
decades. Present-day knowledge of the cosmos would be much poorer if we hadn't found that even early galaxies were 
laden with dust; that interstellar clouds cool aod give birth to stars because they liberate energy through far-IR spectral 
lines; that stars often are surrounded by dusty debris disks, the remnaots of plaoet formation; or that half of a typical 
galaxy's starlight is reprocessed by dust and emerges in the far-infrared. Dust hides developing planetary systems from 
even the most powerful UV/optical telescopes. When the Herschel Space Observatory runs out of cryogen in early 2013, 
this information stream will cease to flow, and the silence will reverberate throughout the community. We're destined to 
hear silence for a while, for there is no plan and no budget to launch a successor to Herschel for over a decade. 
This gap will not be for lack of a coherent, stable, practical plan. The plan has been in place and advocated by the far-IR 
community for over a decade. In section 2 this paper we offer scientific motivation for high-resolution; sensitive spatial 
and spectral observations in the far-IR. Section 3 summarizes the "far-IR community plan" as it was documented a 
decade ago. Community consensus persisted and the plan was only slightly revised for the Astr02010 Decadal Survey. 
Section 4 could be titled "getting real." It describes the landscape of the real world and technical and budgetary 
constraints, as well as technical progress made over the past decade. Section 5 looks toward the future. If the time for 
space-based far-IR interferometry will come, as we contend, this section explains how it might happen. 
The "path" referred to in the title of this paper is an apt metaphor. A decade ago the far-IR community envisaged the 
optimal straight-line path leading to space-based spatio-spectral interferometry. During the past decade, the path took 
some tums and potholes appeared, but the destination remained fixed. Progress has been slow, and the gap between 
Herschel and successor missions is now inevitable, but we march undeterred down the path toward the goal. 
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2. THE POT OF GOLD AT THE END OF THE PATH 
Where are we trying to go, and what beckons us? The far·infrared astrophysics cominunity is drawn by some oithe most 
compelling questions 'prioritized by the broadet astronomical community in the US 2010 Decadal Survey, New Worlds, 
New Horizons, such as these: How do planetary systems form? How did \3 billion years of protogalactic mergers .and 
star formation lead to the development of the existing population of galaxies, including the Milky Way?' Astrophysical 
information critical to our ability to answet these questions is uniquely accessible withspatio·spectral far·JR space 
interferometers? 
2.1 On tbelmportance of far·infrared astropbysics 
The far·rR is important for many reasons. Most of the energy radiated by protostars, protoplanetary systems, and the 
debris disks surrounding mature stars, and half or more of a galaxy's emission, is far·IR light. Dust extinction, which· 
completely hides many of these objects at visible wavelengths, is greatly reduced in the far·JR. Further, many important 
diagnostic spectraJ lines and features are present in the far·JR. For example, the spectrum is full of H20 lines' and 
contains water ice features at 44 and 63 j.U11,' and Herschel has revealed important variations in molecular line strength 
amOng protostars in various development phases.' Herschel and future interferometers will study water in the gaseous 
and solid ' states to learn how water reservoirs form in planetary ' systems,~1 and how the water is delivered to planets,' 
enabling life. With interferometry, we will be able to probe the temperature distributions in spatially resolved 
protoplanetary disks and fmd new planets by the dust they trap in debris disks' by mapping the far·1R continuum 
emission. The far·IR spectral lines of simple hydrides, such as CH, will advance our undetstanding of interstellar 
chemistry.4. A triplet of rest liame mid·JR lines from ionized neon, and a number of C, N, and 0 fme structure lines, are 
very good diagnostic probes to distinguish high·redshift Active Galactic Nuclei from galaxies powered primarily by star 
formation. IO•I1 •ll Many important fme structure lines, including the C+ 158 I'm line - the single strongest line in the 
spectrum of the Milky Way" - appear in the far·IR spectra of extragalactic sources at redshift z up to about 5, beyond 
which complementary observations can he made with the Atacama Large Millimeter Array (ALMA). 
Access to space enables sensitive far·JR measurements, and past and present investments in far·IR telescopes (IRAS, 
COBE, Spitzer, Herschel) have heen richly rewarded. ReSearch results based on analyses of data from JRAS are 
petVasive in three decades of scientific literature. The European Space Agency's Infrared Space Observatory (ISO) 
proved the value of lR spectroscoPY. And far·IR observations continue to surprise: among its many accomplishments, 
Spitzer went above and beyond the call of duty and enabled us to charactetize the atmospheres .of transiting extrasolar 
planets. Next·generation far·JR space instruments promise to continue to elucidate poorly undetstood astrophysical 
phenomena· while providing new scientific surprises, 
2.2 Tbe case for wide·fleld spatlo-spectralloterrerometry 
Herschel provides unprecedented angular resolution in the far·IR (7 arcsec at 100 I'm), but Figure I shows that an 
additional order-of·magnitude gain is needed to resolve developing planetary systems. Sul>-arcsecond resolution is also 
required 10 heat extragalactic source confusion and unambiguously distinguish the emissions of individual distant 
galaxies. (Figure 2c). To achieve the required resolution, a single-apet!Ure telescope would have to be about 40 m in 
diameter. A cryogenic telescope this size would be prohibitively expensive and over·designed in terms of light· 
collecting capability ·for the community's science requirements. Quoting Harwil et al., "As amply illustrated by the. 
performance of the small F1RlSMM space telescopes already launched, the light gathering poWet of telescopes is now 
somewhat Qf a secondary concern, given the strong signals and high numbers of photons· obtained from astronomical 
sources and the exquisite sensitivity of detectors developed to date."I4. An interfetometer is an excellent alternative to a 
large telescope, as it can provide the necessary angular resolution and still have the light col/ecting power needed to 
satisfy the sensitivity requirements. 
The Space Infrared Interferometric Telescope (SPIRIT) shown in Figure I was designed to revolutionize our 
understanding of the formation of planetary systems and enable us to "follow the water" as these systems develop; to 
fmd the telltale signatures of exoplancts in spatially resolved protostellar and debris disks; and to make unique and 
profound contributions to our understanding of the formation, merger history, and star formation history of galaxies. IS.l< 
SPIRIT rotates and its telescopes move along the length of the structure to sample many baselines and provide high· 
quality hyperspectral images. 
Figure 2 illustrates how spatio-spectral interferometry will be used to map spectral line emission in protoplanetary 
systems, resolve planet·induced structures in dust thennal emission from debris disks, and measure the spectra of 
individual distant galaxies. 
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-Figure I, Vast improvements in angular resolution beyond those provided by the current generation of ftU'-IR missions arc 
needed to achieve the astrophysics community's science goals and resolve the sources of interest. The 36-m maximum 
baseline Space [nfrared Interferometric Telescope (SPIRIT; right) matches the resolution of JWST at lOx longer 
wavelengths (25 - 4001=). 
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Figure 2. SPIRIT spatially resolves (a) protostars, (b) fonning and developed planetary systems, and (c) distant galaxies, 
while simultaneously measuring their spectra. 
Many observational targets, such as young proto stars (Figure 2a), clusters of developing or evolved planetary systems 
(Figure 2b), or the galaxies in a "deep field" (Figure 2c), fit within a 1 or 2 arcmin FOV and can be observed in parallel 
with an appropriately designed interferometer. · A conventional imaging interferometer has a FOV dictated by the 
diffraction-limited response of the individual light collecting telescopes, ep - IJD, for telescope diameter D. For 
reasonable parameters in the far-IR, ep is of the order or arcseconds, considerably smaller than the desired FOV. Radio 
astronomers call 6p the "primary beam" and use ''mosaicing'' methods to image larger areas. l7·!8 We have been 
demonstrating and testing the practical limitations of wide field-of-view spatio-spectral optical interferometry in the lab 
for the past decade.19.20 
In summary, the "pot of gold at the end of the path" is a deep understanding of the astrophysical and chemodynamic 
processes inherent in galaxy, star, and planetary system formation, and profound insight into how the conditions for 
planet habitability arise. . 
3. THE FAR-IR COMMUNITY'S VISION OF AN IDEAL PATH, CIRCA 2002 
Motivated by these goals, stirred by the imminent launch of Spitzer, eagerly anticipating Herschel, and presciently 
. peering beyond Herschel, the far-IR astrophysics community convened a series of planning workshops around the tum 
ofthe millennium. The community understood that expendable cryogens would limit the operational lifetimes of Spil1er 
and Herschel and that important astrophysical information would be lacking until the rich measurement capabilities 
enjoyed by the community at UV/visible wavelengths were attained in the far-IR. Most conspicuously lacking at these 
long wavelengths was high spatial resolution. With its 3.5 m diameter primary mirror, Herschel would make a 
significant stride toward higher resolution; but the essenti81 drivers for sub-arcsecond resolution - those depicted in 
Figures 1 and 2 - were already known. The community also understood that only a cryogenic observatory in space 
would offer unimpeded access to the far-IR sky and the sensitivity needed to make the desired measurements. Given the 
long timescales involved in mission planning and development, there was no time 10 spare if a next-generation far-IR 
space observatory would be ready to launch within a few years of Hersche!"s end of operations. 
In the heady days leading up to the 2000 US Decadal Survey in astrophysics, the entire astronomical community set its 
sights on a variety of ambitious goals. The far-IR community .at this time advocated for two missions: a IO-m diameter 
Single Aperture Far-IR (SAFIR) telescope, and a kilometer maximum baseline spatio-spectral intenerometer called the 
Submillimeter Probe of the Evolution of Cosmic Structure (SPECS)." · SAFIR was envisioned as a step toward SPECS. 
In response, the 2000 Decad.1 Survey called for "[a] rational coordinated program for sp.ce optical and infrared 
astronomy would build on the experience gained with [JWST] to construct [a JWST -scale filled-aperture far-IR 
telescope] SAFIR, and then ultimately, in the decade 2010 to 2020, build on the SAFIR, TPF, and SIM experience to 
assemble a space-based, far-infrared interferometer."" SAFIR was recommended for ·a new start by the end of the 2000 
- 2010 decade. 
A 2002 far-IR community workshop focused on the development of a practical plan that would attain the ultimate goal 
incrementally. The consensus view of 124 workshop participants was recorded in the Community Plan for Far-
In/rarediSubmillimeler Space Astronomy." In addition to the flagship missions SAFIR and SPECS, the Community Plan 
recommended investment in eight specific mission-enabling technologies, relatively small missions, and the structurally-
connected SPIRIT interferometry mission as a scientific precursor to the formation flying SPECS, if SPIRIT's cost were 
determined to be much less than that of a flagship mission. Like all large missions, clearly SAFIR and SPECS are multi-
biOion USS observatories. 
Figure 3 depicts the far-IR space mission roadmap envisioned in the Community Plan. The plan proved to be robust, as it 
was revisited in 8dditional community workshops and discussions leading up to the 2010 Decadal Survey, after SPIRIT, 
SAFIR and SPECS mission concept studies were conducted, and deemed still to be the best path forward? 
The US Far-IR Community Plan, c. 2002 
Figure 3. Since 2002 the far-IR community in the US has been steadfast "in calling for 8 progression of space missions. 
ultimately culminating in the deployment of a kilometer maximum-baseline fonnation flying interferometer. The structura11y 
connected interferometer SPIRIT is recognized as a logical scientific and technical stepping stone on the path. 
4. TRAVERSING THE REAL WORLD 
When the far·IR community's plan is overlaid on the landscape of the real world, the optimal path warps and stretches, 
but it remains viable and compelling. This section gives an overview of tantalizing science highlights,. far-IR mission 
concept studies, and technological progress from the past decade, and it introduces new route markers (the Japanese 
mission SPICA and balloon-borne interferometers) and characterizes the current landscape. 
4.1 Spitzer and Herschel illuminate tbe road abead 
Spitzer operated in the far-IR until its cryogen ran out in May 2009, fortuitously a mere two months before Herschel 
made its "first light" observations. Both missions have been enormously productive, as suggested in Section 2.1. They 
also foretell the scientific bounty that will lie untapped until we capture higher resolution views of the far-IR sky with 
interferometers. To make the point, we offer two examples. First, the blended light of myriad galaxies seen in the 
Herschel Multi-tiered Extragalactic Survey (HerMES)" tempts one to ask what lies beneath the confusion noise floor. 
How did galactic star formation and nuclear activity, mergers and interactions evolve over time? When did the first dust 
appear, permanently altering, likely catalyzing, and optically concealing star formation? Second, Spitzer and Herschel 
were able to image a handful of debris disks, the dusty remnants of planet formation. Dust concentrations arise in these 
disks when dust grains interact gravitationally with planets and become "trapped" in resonant structures.' Future far-IR 
interferometers will image many debris disks, find many still-undiscovered planets, and help to characterize extrasolar 
planetary systems. 
4.2 Clearer visions of the future: mission concept studies 
Several far-IR interferometry mission concepts were studied during the past decade, providing important opportunities 
for the development of Design Reference Missions (DRM) and derivation oftbe flowdown from science requirements to 
measurement requirements to engineering requirements. Technology needs were brought into sharp focus. Tradeoff 
analyses were conducted and alternative implementation approaches were explored. In the US, NASA studied SPIRJT as 
a candidate Origins Probe1S,16 and SPECS as a "vision mission.,,14 In Europe, two concepts were proposed for the Far-
Infrared Interferometer (FIRI): the heterodyne system ESPRIT" and a spatio-spectral optical interferometer along the 
lines of SPECS." ESTEC conducted a Technology Reference Study for FIRI, choosing a single-spacecraft, structurally 
connected design concept for study." 
In 2004-05, SPIRJT was studied extensively by an integrated science and engineering team. A detailed DRM was 
prepared, and the mission concept matured through three design cycles, each of which was assessed for performance 
relative to the DRM. Grass roots and independent parametric cost estimates were developed for each mission design. 
Compromises were made in measurement capability in the interest of hitting a Probe-class cost target, and engineering 
studies grew progressively sophisticated, culminating after a year of intensive, coordinated effort in detailed design 
reports, development plans, Integration & Test (I&T) concepts, and a technologyroadmap.ls.28.".jo.JI.J2 By the end of the 
decade, SPIRlT was ready to recommend to' the 2010 Decadal Survey, and a launch date in 2023 was targeted." The 
totallifeoycle cost of the SPIRlT mission, including technology development, was estimated to he $1.25B in FY09 US 
dollars. 
4.3 A glance in the rea<vlew mirror: a decade of technological progress 
The key enabling technologies for wide-field spatio-spectral far-IR interferometry are well understood 'and comprise 
principally: detectors; cryocoolers and cryo-thermal system integration and test; and the wide-field "double Fourier" 
(spatio-spectral) technique" Figure 4 shows the 2009 status and plan for technology, development as it appeared in the 
SPlRlT white paper submitted to the 2010 Decadal Survey. " The requested augmentation in technology funding hasn't 
materialized, so recent progress has been slower than indicated in the Figure 4 timeline. However, respectable 
technological progress was made for a variety of purposes over the past decade, and the key technologies are maturing. 
Actlve R&A program 
Figure 4. The technology development plan for SPIRIT would build on existing heritage and past inveSbnents to mature all 
the key mission-enabling technologies to Technology Readiness Level (TRL) 6 in four years .. 
4.3.1 Deteotor technology 
The detector, technology needed for SPIRlT was described in a technology paper submitted to the Decadal Survey by 
Bock et aI." SPIRIT requires detector arrays with modest pixel count, the largest array heing 14 x 14 pixels. The 
detector sensitivity (Noise Equivalent Power, NEP) must he about 10·\9 W/HzII2, The detectors must also have a time 
constant .. - 185 !,S or faster, and a dynamic range dynamic range (ratio of sky brightness to noise) of at least 2500. 
Leg-isolated superconducting transition edge sensor (TES) holometers are presently the most mature technology that can 
meet the SPlRlT requirements, TES holometers saw first light at the IRAM telescope in 2007," and the GISMO 
instrument in which they are deployed is now scientifically. productive." Although these detectors currently fall short of 
the SPIRIT response time requirement by a factor of -2000," scaling from present performance suggests that the 
existing technology can meet the sensitivity, array size, and possibly also the time constant requirements if the detectors 
are operated at 30 mK."J' Recent measurements of TES bolometers that use electron-phonon decoupling demonstrate 
that these detectors can meet all of SPIRlT's requirements.40•41 Kinetic Inductance Detectors also have demonstrated 
potential for high performance, and multiple research groups have made significant progress with these devices in recent 
years.42.43,44 
4.3.2 Cryo-thermal system and cryo-cooler technology 
The technological challenge in this area consists of: (1) upgrading the JWST cryocooler to enable higher power cooling 
to 4 K; (2) upgrading the International X-ray Observatory (IXO) Continuous Adiabatic Demagnetization Refrigerator 
(ADR) to enable detector cooling to 30 mK; and (3) integrating the coolers into a functional cryo-thermal system and 
demonstrating system performance. 
Cryo technology development during the past decade was driven by JWST and IXO. This represents a leveraging 
opportunity for far-IR interferometry. The JWST MIRI cryocooler being readied for flight in 2018 is required to provide 
60 m W of cooling at 6 K and 75 m W of cooling at 18 K, and the Continuous Adiabatic Demagnetization Refrigerator 
(CADR) under development for the IXO is adaptable to meet the SPIRIT focal plane cooling requirements." 
Thermal system verification for SPIRIT will be challenging because the thermal balan~e test will contain warm, - 300 K, 
and cold, 4 K, components, and test chamber non-idealities can dominate the results. For example, the Spitzer thermal 
balance test showed a measured heat leak of 52 m W into the instrument when the on-orbit value turned out to be only 6 
mW. To improve this situation, we conducted an experiment using an 18% scale model of a preliminary SPIRIT 
telescope design, the Subscale Cryo-thermal Testbed (SCOTT)." The test results agreed remarkably well with pre-test 
thermal model predictions, proving out the design and giving us confidence that SPIRIT's telescopes and instrument 
module can be cooled with JWST -like cryocoolers. 
4.3.3 Wide-field spatio-spectral interferometry 
As detailed in papers prepared for the parallel SPIE conference on Optical and Infrared Inteiferometry, significant 
progress was made during the past decade in developing and testing the practical limitations inherent in the wide-field 
spatio-spectral interferometric technique'" and the ~orithm and software needed to process spatio-spectral 
interferometric data and derive hyperspectral data cubes. Th'is "technology" has matured to TRL 5. Experiments were 
conducted with a laboratory testbed, the Wide-field Imaging Interferometry Testbed (WIlT). WIlT in its current 
operating environment is functionally equivalent to SPIRIT operating in space. WIlT also emulates SPIRIT by 
producing representative interferometric data. A high-fidelity analytical ,model of the testbed was shown to yield 
synthetic data that closely match data obtained in the lab, demonstrating a good understanding of testbed performance 
and instrumental fringe vis ibility loss and noise terms. Recent spatial:spectral synthesis results are shown in Figure 5. 
Figure S. Spatio-Spectral Synthesis Software (S4) processing of synthetic interferometric data from an analytical model (top 
row) and WIlT (bottom row). Only 0, 45, 90, and 135 deg baseline angles were used in the top, accounting for the star-
shaped "dirty beam." CLEAN deconvolution can be used to remove these artifacts, but they only appear when the u-v plane 
is sparsely sampled. Each reconstructed image (right) is one of many drawn from the 84 output hyperspectral cube 
representing the test scene (top) or the scene that WIlT observed with many baselines (bottom). 
4.3.4 Additional relevant teebnologieal developmenu 
European investments in-metal mesh filter technology for Herschel are directly applicable to future far-IR interfer<>metry 
mis~ions.47 
Mechanisms similar to those Used on SPIRIT have flown successfully on past NASA and ESA missions. For example, 
cryogenic delay lines were flown in COBE/FlRAS and Cassini/CIRS. More recently, TNO in The Netherlands 
developed a precision delay line for Darwin.48 
Although metrology system components developed for the Space Interferometry Mission (SIM)" vastly exceed SPIRIT 
req"irements, one might expect that a small additional investment could be made to realize cost savings associated with 
greatly relaxed tolerances. 
The SPIRIT telescope transport mechanism could be similar to the trolley-on-rails device used in the Mobile Transporter 
on the International Space Station. Again, cost savings can be realized because ISS-related human safety factors will not 
pertain to SPIRIT. 
4.3.S Technology for SPECS 
In addition to the SPIRIT technologies discussed ahove, tethered formation flight'" and faster, more sensitive detectors 
will be needed for SPECS." A tethered formation flight testbed was developed for the ISS and tested on the ground." 
Unteihered formation flight has been tested on the ISS, but the tether adapters have not yet flown. 
4.4 Tbe rocky road ahead 
4.4.1 A fellow traveler: SPICA 
When the US far-IR community formulated its vision in 2002, the Japanese Space Infrared Telescope for Cosmology 
and Astrophysics (SPICA)" was recognized as important scientifically and as a driver for detector technology.23 In 
2008, under the assumption that SPICA would be launched in 2017, the community chose instrument involvement in 
SPICA as its most urgent priority.2 The 2010 Decadal Survey adopted the SPICA recommendation, capped US 
involvement at$150M, and sti~ulated that the endorsement was contingent on there being room in NASA's budget after 
higher priorities were satisfied. 
ESA's potential contribution to. SPICA includes the telescope and thus could be critical to Japan's acceptance of the 
mission proposal. A European decision on participation is expected soon. The current proposal calls for launch in 2022, 
five years later than assumed in US community planning. 
4.4.2 The era of tight budgets and shrinkIng ambldons 
The 2010 Decadal Survey Committee was asked by NASA to factor realistic niission costs into its deliberations and to 
deliver an executable plan for space astrophysics. Going in, the community waS restrained, as NASA's budget outlook 
was such that no new flagship mission could be started until late in the decade. Accordingly, less ambitious space 
missions were proposed than those suggested a decade earlier. In addition to asking for US involvement in SPICA, the 
far-IR CommunitY Plan made this request: "(i) to prepare the technical prerequisites in the 2010 - 2020 decade and (ii) 
to conduct phase-A studies of both SAFIR and SPIRIT before the end of the decade, to provide the 2020 Decadal 
Review with a strong recommendation on which of these two missions has greater inunediate astronomical promise and 
higher readiness for early launch in the 2020 - 2035 era.'" At an earlier time, such investments in technology and 
mission concept studies would have been considered affordable and prudent. New mission studies would refresh the 
Design Reference Missions to take into account a decade of scientific progress based on observations made with Spitzer, 
Herschel, and other telescopes. The New Worlds, New Horizons report made a modest set of recommendations relative 
to past decadal surveys, the tentative commitment to SPICA mentioned above being the only one that aligned with the 
far-IR Community Plan. J . 
4.4.3 The impending hIatus: a community at the precipice 
Only a cold telescope in space can provide sensitive far-IR measurements rivaling those available today. Between 2013, 
when Herschel's cryogen supply runs out, and 2022, the earliest conceivable year for a SPICA launch, no far-IR data 
will stream to the astrophysics community from space. SPICA will be comparable to Herschel in size and much colder 
and more sensitive, but it will not satisfy the requirement for sub-arcsecond angular resolution discussed in Section 2. 
Neglect will come at a price. Starting this year, the community will enter free fall. The founding fathers of space far-IR 
astrophysics are approaching retirement, retired, or alas in some cases live only in our fond memories. Far-IR 
instrumentalists and astrophysicists will be forced to seek employment in more vibrant fields, and fewer young people 
will enter the field. In the coming decade, three decade's worth of accumulated technical acumen will evaporate. 
Eventually, a new generation of technical experts will require training, and costly mistakes may be made, as old lessons 
are re-Iearned. Tragically, this gloomy scenario is today's reality. 
Will suborbital platforms sustain the technical expertise needed for space-based far-IR interferometry? No. The 
Stratospheric Observatory for Infrared Astronomy (SOFIA) is an instrument testbed and a fine platform for certain 
measurements, such as high-resolution spectroscopy. Unfortunately, SOFIA doesn't drive the technology needed for a 
space mission, such as detectors with extraordinruy sensitivity. Balloon and laboratory experiments are significant 
training opportunities, but the budgets for such projects are two orders of magnitude smaller than those of space 
missions, and a proportionately small number of people gain experience. 
5. THE PATH AHEAD 
Despite the hurdles that now lie in the path to far-IR interferometry in space, long-term prospects for an interferometry 
mission are excellent: the science case is compelling and durable, the relevant technologies are approaching TRL 6, and 
eventually a mission like SPIRIT will be affordable. . 
5.1 Completing tbe tecbnology development 
The first priority of those who share our vision is to complete development of the mission-enabling technologies shown 
in Figure 4. We must demonstrate to the broader scientific community that the technology is in hand and that wide-field 
spatio-spectral optical interferometry can atIordably satisty the community's high-resolution measurement requirements 
in the far- IR. 
Prudence calls for continued parallel investment in competing detector technologies, leading to down-selection to the 
one detector type that exhibits the greatest promise at an appropriate time. This approach worked for JWST and will 
assure the timely delivery of detectors for SPICA and SPIRIT. 
Cooling to - 4 K can be achieved by substituting ' He for 'He as the working fluid in the lowest temperature stage of the 
JWST cryocooler. This demonstration will advance the cryocooler TRL to 5 for SPIRIT. To achieve TRL 6 for SPIRIT, 
the CADR, when interfaced with a mechanical cryocooler operating at 4-6 K, must demonstrate the capacity to lift 5 ~W 
of heat at 50 mK or - I ~W at 30 mK. Already, the CADR has demonstrated continuous cooling of6 ~W at 50 mK and 
1.5 ~ W at 35 mK starting from a heat sink temperature of 5 K, nearly meeting the SPIRlT requirement To progress to 
TRL 5 the CADR development program will take about three years, resulting in a brassboard, demonstrating an 
integrated CADRlcryocooler system capable of satistying the SPIRIT focal plane cooling requirements. The CADR for 
SPIRIT will have 4 srages operating between roughly 5 K to 1.2 K, 1.2 K to 0.3 K, 0.3 K to 0 .05 K and a stage that 
operates continuously at 0.05 K. A fifth stage will operate continuously at about 1.2 K to provide a low thermal emission 
environment surrounding the detectors to eliminate stray thermal radiation and to provide a stable cooling stage for 
detector amplifiers. The nominal input power varies between 30 and 80 W, depending on the cooling power required. 
The CADR will reject approximately 3 m W to 4 K, a very modest cooling power for the current suite of TRL 4-5 
cryocoolers. New thermal system verification tests similar to those conducted with the SCOIT testbed" will have to be 
conducted with the integrated CADRlcryocooler system. 
At the current pace, two more years of effort will be sufficient to mature wide-field spatio-spectral interferometry for 
SPIRIT to TRL 6. A hyperspectral scene generator recently installed in the WHT testbed will enable ·inteferometric 
observations of astronomically representative test scenes. S3 
5.1 Pathfinding: balloon interferometry 
When the path to the summit of a mountain is too steep to climb directly, one sometimes takes a route with switchbacks. 
For the programmatic reasons outlined in Section 4.5, the path to space-based far-IR interferometry will be forced to 
meander. . 
The Balloon Experimental Twin Telescope for Infrared Interferometry (BEITH), now in developmen~ is an 8-meter 
baseline far-IR interferometer designed to fly on a high altitude .balloon.S4 BEITH uses a double-Fourier Michelson 
interferometer to obrain spatial and spectral information on science targets. The beam-combining instrument in BEITH 
is quite similar to the instrument in SPIRIT. BETTII will test fringe-tracking on near-IR sources and provide arcsecond 
to sub-arcsecond views of selected, bright far-IR sources. 
Balloon-based interferometry would lie on the path of steepest ascent to far-IR interferometry in space were it not for the 
fact that the greatest technical challenges in each case barely overlap. Unlike SPIRIT, which will operate iti a quiescent 
environment, BETTII will swing like a pendulum and its support structure will sag in I-g. To.compensate continually 
varying external optical path length differences, BETTII requires fast fringe and angle tracking and a long-stroke optical 
delay line. SPIRIT will be oriented with its baseline vector perpendicular to the line of sight, keeping external optical 
path length differences small and path length variations slow. SPIRIT must be compact for launch and deployable, 
whereas BETTI! needn' t use space efficiently. SPIRIT's telescopes and instrument must be cryocooled; BETTII wiU 
operate .at ambient temperature and never reach thermal eqUilibrium. SPIRIT. requires sensitive detectors to take 
advmtage of the low photon background in space. BETTU's sensitIvity is limited by the warm atmosphere and optics; its 
detectors needn't be especially sensitive. BETTII will be serviceable between flights, 'whereas SPIRIT wiil be 
inaccessible in a Sun-Earth L2 orbit. The Japanese balloon-borne Far-Infrared Telescope Experiment (FITE)" is 
scheduled to fly before BETTII, but FITE uses Fizeau (image plane) beam combination, differing from SPIRIT more 
fundamentally. 
BETTII was a proposed as a hedge in case NASA's investment in SPIRIT would be delayed. That proved to be a wise 
decision. Despite the divergent technical challenges between balloon-borne and spaced-based inteferometers, BETTII 
and FITE may whet the community's appetite for a space-based interferometer. 
Figure 6. (left) BETfll bas a fixed 8 m interferometric baseline, samples only 8 few spatial Fourier components in the 30 - 90 
I'n spectral range, and provides spectral resolution i!.)J).. - 20. (right) SPIRIT densely samples the u-v plane and has a 36 m , 
maximum baseline to provide high-quality images and I!.)J'i. - 3000 spectroscopy at wavelengths from 25 to 400 J1ffi. 
5.3 Lifting Ihe (og: 'US and European decisions on partklpation In SPICA 
The path to far-IR interferometry in space will become clearer when decisions regarding participation in SPICA are 
reached in the US and Europe. SPICA will either fly as planned, driving technology in a direction helpful to 
interferometry, or fly later or not at all, widening the already gaping bole between Herschel and its sueetssor in far-IR 
space astrophysics. 
5.4 All aboard! - a positive outlook for inlernational partnership 
Since 1998, a succession of far-IR community planning workshops in the US, Canada, and Europe 'has led to the 
emergence of new ideas and a consensus in favor of interferometry. This global harmony arose from parallel methodical 
assessments of scientific objectives and measUrement requirements. Sub-arcsecond resolution is needed, but a single-
aperture tolescope tens of meters in diameter simply isn't necessary to accomplish the community's science goals, even 
if such a )bing were technically feasible and affordable. Interferometry is feasible and affordable. Research groups in the 
US, Europe, Japan, l\Ild Canada have been informally coordinating and collaborating for over a decade. For example, the 
UK has assembled a double-Fourier testbed that operates at far-IR wavelengths, in part to test ~uasi-optical metal mesh 
components (dichroic filters and beamsplitters) suitable for use in the SPIRIT beam combiner.' The Cardiff University 
group plans to contribute filters and beamsplitters to the Goddard group for use in BETTll. The wide-field imaging 
interferometry group at Goddard is hosting a graduate student from Cardiff, publicly releases data from the WIlT 
testbed, and often consults with groups in Europe and Canada. The BETTII and FITE teams in the US and Japan 
exchange technical information and learn from each other. It seems plausible to us that the far-IR community will be 
ready to unite in a consortium and respond with an interferometry mission proposal when the appropriate funding 
opportunity appears. 
5.5 The light turns green: Probe and M-closs mission opportunities 
There is growing interest in the US in the creation of a Probe-class mission line for astrophysics, where a "Probe" could 
he in the S650M to SIB range. In Europe, ESA' s M class missions are capped al 470 MEuro, or about S590M in US 
dollars. A NASA·ESA Prohe/M partnership could pay for a mission like SPIRIT. 
6. CONCLUSION 
A question that captures the public's imagination, inspires children, and motivates astrophysicists will remain out of 
reach until we launch a far-IR spatio-spectral interferomeler: How did we get here? Sensitive, high-resolution spatial and 
spectral information in the far-IR is essential to understand merger-driven star formation and chemical enrichment in 
galaxies, star and planetary system formation, and the development and prevalence of water-bearing planets. 
Through determined efforts around the world, the key enabling technologies for space-based far-IR interferometry are 
approaching maturity, and pathfinding balloon projects are underway. 
Although a budget-driven programmalic fog has descended on the palh 10 far-IR interferometry in space, the fog 
eventually will lift. When that occurs, space-based far-IR interferometry will he the right idea at the right lime. In the 
mean time, in our opinion, it is simply .. the right idea." 
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